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In this paper we study uniformly convex functions and uniformly convex 
functions at a point, giving some properties and characterizations of them. Further, 
we give some examples and applications of these types of functions. 
In 1966 Polyak [ 1 ] introduced the notions of strongly convex and strongly 
quasi-convex functions. In 1976 Rockafellar [2] studied the strongly convex 
functions in connection with the proximal point algorithm. In 1978 there 
appeared two interesting papers of Vladimirov et al. [3,4], where they 
introduced and studied uniformly convex and uniformly quasi-convex 
functions, respectively, which differ from strongly convex and strongly quasi- 
convex functions in the sense of Polyak. Important examples of uniformly 
convex and uniformly quasi-convex functions are furnished in these papers. 
Vial [5] studied some geometrical properties of strongly convex and strongly 
quasi-convex functions in the sense of Polyak in finite dimensions. 
In this paper we study the uniformly convex functions giving some charac- 
terizations and examples of such functions. We also study the uniformly 
convex functions at a point, functions which are in connection with the 
wellset problems in the sense of Tyhonov (see Zolezzi [6]) and the strong 
convergence of the proximal point algorithm [2]. We also mention that in 
the literature the notion of uniform convexity appeared with an equivalent 
meaning (see Ilioi [7]) or a different one (see Ciorinescu [8]). 
The paper is divided into four sections and an Appendix. In the first 
section we give the basic notions, notations and preliminary results which we 
need. The second section is devoted to the study of uniformly convex 
functions and uniformly convex functions at a point. In the third section we 
present the one-dimensional case. Some examples of uniformly convex 
functions are given in Section 4. The Appendix is devoted to some results we 
need in the paper, results that are not necessarily all known or results-as in 
Proposition A.3-that together with others in the first part help one to 
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understand the relations between the properties of the space X and functions 
of type x -+ w(]]x]]), where IJK [0, co [ -+ [0, co ] is a convex function. We shall 
frequently use the results in the Appendix, so we suggest that it is better to 
read the Appendix after Section 1. 
1. NOTATIONS. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Throughout this paper X denotes a real Banach space and X* its dual. If 
x* E X* and x E X, x*(x) is denoted by (x,x*) or (x*,x). If A c X, int A, 
cl A, co A, co A denotes the interior, the closure, the convex hull and the 
closed convex hull of A, respectively. R denotes the reals and R + , R T. I?, 
denote the nonnegative reals, positive reals and R + U (cc }, respectively. If 
M, N are subsets of X, a E X, L E R then h4 + N = (x + y: x E M, y E NJ. 
M-N=(xEM:x~N),hl4={~ x: x E M}, M + a = M + (a); in a similar 
way M-N and M - a are defined. The strong and weak convergence are 
denoted by + and -, respectively. 
The following notations, definitions and results are well known in convex 
analysis and can be found in [9] for the finite dimensional case and in ] 10 ] 
for the infinite dimensional case. For a functionf: X -+ R U { CO }, the domain 
is the set dom f = {x E X:f(x) < CO}, the epigraph is the set epi f = 
((x,a)EXxR:f(x)~a}.fisproperifdomf#0(0=theemptyset).Sis 
convex if 
f@x + (1 -A)Y><Aff(x)+ (1 -n)f(Y), Vx,yEdomf. xfy. 
v/l E JO, l]. 
(1.1) 
f is strictly convex if the inequality is strict in (1.1). It is known that for a 
convex function f: X + R U ( co } there is the directional derivative at every 
x E dom h defined by 
f(x + u> -f(x) f’(x;!,)=ljpJ t ERu(-co,+m). (1.2) 
The function f ‘(x; .):X-+ R U {-co, +a~} is sublinear if we make the 
conventions --a + a = co and 0. TV) = 0. If X = R and x E dom f there are 
the following notations: f y(x) = f ‘(x, 1) and f L(x) = f ‘(x, -1). Following 
Rockafellar [9] in the case X = R, we make the conventions f;(x) = 
f Y(x) = -co at the left of dom f and f l(x) = f L(x) = oo-at the right of 
dom f: For the function f: X + R U {co ), we denote by co f the function 
whose epigraph is z(epi f). The subd$erential off at X E dom f is the set 
af(x)=(X*EX*:(X-Y,x*)<f(x)-f@)VxEX). (1.3) 
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If 2 @A dom f then a@) = 0. It follows immediately that af(f) = af’(Y; 0). If 
the convex function f is continuous at 3 E dom f [or f is lower semicon- 
tinuous (1.s.c.) and R E int(dom f)] then df(f) is a nonempty w*-compact 
convex subset of X* and 
f ‘(2, y) = max{(y, x*): x* E af(%)}, vy E x. (1.4) 
Therefore, if X E dom f is a continuity point forf, then f ‘(2, a) is a sublinear 
continuous functional. The conjugate off: X -+ R U { 00 } is the 1.s.c. convex 
function f *: X* -+ R U {-co, +a~}, 
f *(x*) = sup{(x, x*> -f(x): x E X}. (1.5) 
f **: X-1 R U {-co, +a~} is defined similarly. f ** = f ifff is a 1.s.c. convex 
function. The indicator function of U c X is the function I,: X + R U { 00 }, 
Z,(x) = 0 for x E U and It(x) = 00 for x E X - U, I, is 1.s.c. and convex 
iffU=coU. By i?f we mean the set ((x,x*)EX~X*:x*Eaf(x)}; 
dom af = {x E X: af(x) # 0) (C dom f), R(af) = (x* E X*: 3x E X with 
x* E af(x)} (C dom f *), and af * = (i?f)-’ if f is a proper 1.s.c. convex 
function. For the following definitions see [ 111 or [8]. Let X be Banach 
space and let S,={xEX:]]x]]=l}. S(x,~)=(y~X:lly-XII<&}, 
S(x, E) = {y E X: 11 y--XII GE}. X is strictly convex if Vx, y E S,, 
x f y: IIx + y II < 2; X is locally uniformly convex if 
Vx E S, V/E E IO, 21 36 E IO, 2[ Vy E S,, ]] y --xl] > E: ]]x + yl] < 2 - 6, (1.6) 
and X is uniformly convex if 
VE E IO, 2]36 E IO, 2[ vx, y E s,, 11 y --XII > c: [Ix + yll< 2 - 6. (1.7) 
X is smooth if Vx E S, 3x* E S,, unique such that (x, x*) = 1. 
2. UNIFORMLY CONVEX FUNCTIONS 
Throughout this section X is a Banach space and f: X - R U {co } is a 
proper 1.s.c. convex function whose domain is not a singleton. 
DEFINITION 2.1. f is uniformly convex (u.c.) at x E dom f if there exists 
&R++R, with s(t) > 0 for t > 0 such that 
f(~x+(1-~)Y)~~ff(x)+(1--)f(Y)--(1--)~(llY--lI), (21) 
VyEdomf, VAE]O,l[. ’ 
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Remark 2.1. In Definition 2.1 we can replace (2.1) by any of the 
following relations: 
V~F > 0 36> 0 V~~lyddornf, ]ly-x]]>(>,=)F, VLE 10, I[: 
f(nx+(l-~)y)~y(x)+(l-~)f(y)--6~(1-/1), 
(2.1’) 
Ve>O 36>0 VyEddomf, ]]Y-x]I>(>,=)e: 
Taking into account Proposition A. 1 (vi) all the variants of (2.1’) and (2.1”) 
are equivalent, respectively. Thus, (2.1) o (2.1’) =j (2.1”). Suppose (2.1”) 
holds and take y E dom f, /] y - xi] > E, and ,I E 10, f ]. Then 
f@x+ (1 -A)y>=f (2i (T) + (l- 24 
< 2@- y 
( 1 
+ (1 - 2~)./-(?,) 
< if(x) + kf(Y) - Lb3 + (1 - 2A) f(Y) 
< Af(x) + (1 - n)f(Y) - a(1 - A>J. 
Similarly for ,4 E 14, 1 [, so that (2.1”) * (2.1’). 
Remark 2.2. The best 6 in Definition 2.1 is nondecreasing with 
int(dom 6) # 0. 
Consider F = (w: R + + R+ : I+Y is l.s.c., convex, int(dom w) # 0, 
l//(t) = 0 =a t = 0). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let X be reflexive and X E dom f and X” E ;if(X) # 0. 
Then among the following conditions the implications (i) * (ii) * (iii) * 
(iv) 0 (v) o (vi) o (vii) o (viii) are valid. 
(i) f is 24.c. at X, 
(ii) Zl~EFVxEX;f(x)>f(Y)+f’(ff;x--.Y)+y(llx--I/), 
(iii) 3~ E F Vx E X, Vx* E af(X): f(x) 3 f(x) + (x - X, x*) t 
v(llx - 4)3 
(iv) 3~ E F Vx E X: f(x) > f(X) + (x -X, *U*> + ~(11~ -XII), 
(v) 3~ E F Vx” E X*: f *(x*) < f *(X*) + (X. x* - X*) t 
v*(llx* - 2” II), 
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(vi) f * is Frtkhet differentiable at 3, 
(vii) VrqEF V(x,x*)E@ (x-~,x*-~*)>~((~x--~~~), 
(viii) 3~: R, +R+ nondecreasing, with o+ (0) = lim, l,, p(t) = 0 such 
that 
V(X, x*) E af: I/X - 211~ c~(IIx* -x* 11). 
Proof (i) 3 (ii). Take x E domf; from (2.1) we have 
f(-f + qx - 2)) -f(f) 
#I <f(x) -f(f) - (1 -A> NIX -a* 
Taking the limit as 1 1 0 we obtain 
f(x)~f(~)+f’(X;X--)+6(11X-RII). (2.2) 
Take ,a(t) = inf{f(x) -f(x) -f’(x; x - 2): x E domf, [Ix -XII = t). It is 
clear from (2.2) that ,u(t) > d(t). Let us show that ,U satisfies 
w> > w(t), vc> 1, t>o. (2.3) 
Let c> 1, t>O and xEdomf, 11x--Yll=ct, and takey=(l-(l/c))Z+ 
(l/c)x E domf; then II y - RI1 = t. From the convexity of f we have 
f(Y) - f(2) < (f(x) - fW>lG so that f(y) - f(Y) - f ’ (X, y - X) < 
(f(x) - f(f)_= f ’ (v-3, x - X))/c. Th ere ore f c . ,u(t) G p(ct), i.e., (2.3) holds. 
Taking tq = co ,u, from Proposition A.5, II/ E F, so that (ii) is valid. 
The implications (ii) * (iii) = (iv) are obvious. 
(v) + (iv). Let x E X. Since f, w are proper 1.s.c. convex functions, we have 
f =f**, W=IJJ** so that 
f(x)=f**(X)=SUp{(X,X*)-f*(X*):X*EX*} 
>sup{(x,x*)-f*(.c*)-(~,x*--*) 
- Y*(llx *-2*(1):x* EAT*} 
= sup{(x-2,x * -x*) - ly*(llx* - f* II): 
x*EX*}+(x,x*)-f*(X*) 
= ly(llx - XII) + (x,x*) -f *(z*). 
Butf*(.T*)+f(X)=(2,2*), so that f (x) > f (2) + (x - X, Z*) + v(llx - XII). 
Therefore (iv) holds. 
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(iv) * (vii). Let (x,x*) E 8f; then 
f(q>f(x)+ (x-&x*), 
f(x) >f(.q + (x-K-F*> + y/(llx - fll), 
so that (x-&x* -x*> > y/(llx - -fll>. 
(vii) 3 (viii). From (vii) we have 
/Ix - fll . I/x* -fx”Ij>(x-x,x* -x*> > v(llx - -dl), 
so that 
/1x* -,q/> ~(llx-xll)=~(,,x--ll,) 
’ Ilx-4 
(2.4) 
where $: R + + R + , G-(t) = v(t)/t for t > 0, e(O) = 0. It is known [see also 
Proposition A. 1 (i)] that IJ is nondecreasing. Let q: R + + R + be defined by 
p(t) = max{r > 0: F(r) ,< t}. Since q?(t) = 0 3 t = 0, by Proposition A.2, cp is 
a nondecreasing function with v+(O) = 0. From (2.4) and the definition of q 
we have ]]x -T]] < rp(]]x* -X* I]), i.e., (viii) holds. 
(viii) D (v). Let T = sup dom v, > 0 and x* E dom ~3s * = R(8f) such 
that J]x* - X* ]/ < T, there exist E, 6 > 0 such that for all y* E ,9(x*, E) we 
have ]] y* -x* /] < T - 6. Therefore the set { y E X: (y*, y) E ;?f *, 
y* E S(x*, E)} is bounded. Applying [ 12, Theorem 1], it follows 
x* E int(dom (3f*) c domf*. Therefore S(.C*, T) c dom f *, so that for 
x* E s(f*, T), j-*/(X*, u*)=max{(x, u*): xEaf*(x*)}=max((x, u*>: 
(x, x*) E af}. But, for (x,x*) E af, we have 
(X,U*)=(X-~,U*)+(X,U*)~/IX-~YI~/IU*//+(,Y,U*) 
G I/u*ll v1(Ilx* -x*11)+ (x,24*), 
so that 
f*‘(x* + t(x* -x*); x* - x*> < 1/x* -x* 11 q(t /1x* -x* 11) + (2, x* - x*>. 
Integrating on [ 0, 1 ] with respect to t, we obtain 
j-*(x*) -f*(f*) < J-A 11x* -X* I/ rp(t /Ix* - X* II) dt + (X,x* -X*) 
I’ 
lk’-X’ll = p(t) dt + (2, x* -X*) 
0 
= IJ(llx * -Xx*JI)+ (x,x* -x*>, 
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where G(t) = Ih p(r) dr. In the case T = co, the above relation is valid for 
every x* E X*. If T < co, let x* such that ]]x* -zi?*(] = T. It is clear that 
lim,,. G(t) = t,?(T); let x,* -+x*, I]x,* --*]I < T. Then 
f”(xf) -f*(f*) < IJ(llx,* -x* 11) + (2, x,* -x*>. 
Since f * is I.s.c., it follows that 
f*(x*) -f*(z*) < ljY(llx* - x* II) + (2, x* -x*). 
If ((x* - .C* (/ > T then @((lx* - X* I]) = co, so that we must only show that 
@* E F, which is obvious by Proposition A.2(ii) since q’+(O) = o+(O) = 0. 
wetv,‘,; (vi>. F rom (v) we have that X* E int(dom f*). Since X E af*(~*) 
o<f*(x*)-f*(T*)- (x,x* -x*>< iy*(l(x* -x*11>, 
so that 
lim sup 
f*(x*) -f*(x*) - (2, x* -x*> 
x*+x* 11x* -x* I/ 
1 qiIp=~:‘(o)=o, 
t 
by Proposition A.2(ii). Hence (vi) holds. 
(vi) * (v). Let G(t) = sup{f*(x*) -f*(x*) - (X,x* - X*): I/x* -X* ]] 
= t}. Let us show that IJ~ is convex; let 0 < t, < t, and 1 E IO, 1 [ and suppose 
that &WY 4%) < 00. Take x* EX* such that ]]x* - X* ]] = 
At, + (1 -A)t, = t. For XT = X* + (tl/t)(x* -X*), xf = X* + (t*/t)(x* -X*) 
we have ]]xT --*I/ = t,, ]]xt - x*]/=t,andx*=Axj’+(l-A)xf.So 
f*(x*) -f*(.f*) - (x,x* -x*> 
< qf*(x;) -f(z*) - (2, xl* - x*>> 
+ (1 - k)(f”(x,*) -f*(x*) - (a, x; -x*)) 
< hw,) + (1 - A> VW*)* 
Therefore t$.t, + (1 - A) t2) < l$(t,) + (1 - A) t,?(t*). From the definition of 
t/i we have 
f*(x*) -f*(.?*) - (2, x* -x*> < lp(llx* -x* II). 
Since f * is Frechet differentiable at X* it follows that lim,i,(+(t)/t) = 
@L(O) = 0. Taking II/ = I+?*, (v) is proved. I 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let X be a rejlexive Banach space. The following 
conditions are equivalent for (5, X*) E af: 
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(a) 31y E F, M > 0 such that 
f(x) >f(f) + (x --f,x*j + li/(llx -.f*ii1, vx E S(X, M), 
@) ‘3~ E F. M > 0 such that 
f”(x”) < f*(.f*) + (x,x* -x*> + l/l*(llx* - 2” II), vx* E S(X”, M), 
(71~) 3~: R + --t R+ nondecreasing, 
wirh q+(O) = 0 and M > 0 such that 
I/x -XII < v(llx* - x* IIX V(x, x*) E i$ x* E S(X”, M). 
The proof reduces to the preceding theorem taking appropriate extensions 
for li/ / [ 0. M/2 ] or cp ( [ 0, M/2], respectively. 
Remark 2.3. For v(t) = at*, a > 0 (or q(t) = at, u > 0) in Corollary 2.1 
one obtains ] 12, Proposition 7 1, 
COROLLARY 2.2. If f is U.C. at any x E dom f then R(8f) is open, f * is 
Frtkhet differentiable on int(dom f *) = R(af) and df * = Of * is continuous 
on int(dom f *). Moreover, f * is Frkchet equidlflerentiable on if(x) for ever)’ 
x E dom(f ). 
Proof. The assertion of the corollary follows from Theorem 2.l(vi) and 
(viii). I 
Remark 2.4. If X is a solution of the problem 
(.V) inf f(x), 
XEX 
then the condition (iv) with X* = 0 is nothing else but the condition of well 
posedness of problem (9) as in Zolezzi [6]. Some implications in 
Theorem 2.1 are similar to some of those appearing in [ 6 ]. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Suppose X is a solution for (9’). If for (X, 0) some of 
the conditions (i)-(viii) in Theorem 2.1 are verified, then every minimizing 
sequence converges strongly to X. Moreover, iff (x,) --t f (X) then 
where w E F. 
Proof. If some of the conditions (i)-(iii) are verified, then (iv) is also 
verified so that f(x) > f (X) + I,v(~~x - XII), Vx E dom J So f (x,) > f (X) + 
y/(11x, - X]i), from which the conclusion follows. 1 
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Remark 2.5. If one of the conditions (i)-(viii) in Theorem 2.1 is verified 
then the proximal point algorithm [ 121 converges strongly. These conditions 
are weaker than the Lipschitz continuity of (af))’ at 0. 
Indeed the proximal point algorithm [ 121 yields a minimizing sequence, 
which, by Corollary 2.3, converges strongly. 
DEFINITION 2.2. 
RpR, 
(i) f is uniformly convex (u.c.) if there exists 6: 
with J(t) > 0 for t > 0 such that 
f(~x+(1--)Y)~~ff(x)+(1-~)f(Y)-~(1-~)~(llY-xll)~ (25) 
Vx,yEdomf, VJ.E]O,l[, * 
(ii) f is u.c. on ZJ c X iff + I, is u.c. 
(iii) the function ,B: R + -+ I?+, 
,u(t) = inf{ @f(x) + (1 - l)f(y) -f(h + (1 - A)Y)>/n(l - A>: 
x, yEdomf,Ilx-yll=t,AE IO, 111 
(2.6) 
is called the exact modulus of convexity ofJ 
Remark 2.6. In Definition 2.2(i) we can replace (2.5) by any of the 
following relations: 
VE > 0 36 > 0 Vx,yE domf, IIx-yl]>(>,=)s, VAE ]O,l/: 
f(nx+(1--)y)~~f(x)+(1--)f(Y)-1(1--1)~, 
(2.5') 
or 
VE > 0 36 > 0 Vx, y  E don-if, (Ix - yll > (>, =)e: 
+(x)++f(Y)--. 
(2.5") 
Remark 2.7. In [3] a function satisfying (2.5) is called strongly u.c., 
while f is called U.C. if 6: R + .+ R + and d(t,) > 0 for some t, > 0. 
Vladimirov et al. [3] showed that the exact modulus of convexity p 
satisfies the relation 
P(4 2 C2/-4)3 vc> 1, t>o. (2.7) 
Relation (2.7) says that the function 0 < t -+,u(t)/t’ is nondecreasing. So, 
applying Proposition A.5, we can consider that the modulus of uniform 
convexity 6 is 1.s.c. and convex, d(t) = 0 o t = 0, int(dom 6) # 0 and 
lim inf ,+,(d(t)/t’) > 0. Denote by F, the class of such functions. 
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Remark 2.8. In Definition 2.2(i) we may take 6 E F,. 
LEMMA 2.1. Zf f is U.C. on int(domf) # 0, then f is U.C. Zf dim X < co 
and f is U.C. on ri(dom f) (relative interior) then f is U.C. 
Proof: By Remark 2.6 
tie > 0 36 > 0 Vx, y E int(dom f ), jlx - y/1 > E: 
Let now x, y E dom f - int(dom f ), [Ix - y/j > E. Since (x, f (x)) E epi f = 
cl(int(epi f)), there exists ((x,, t,)) c int(epi f ), (x,, t,) + (x, f(x)). So, 
x, E int(dom f ), x, +x, f (x,) ( t, + f (x). Similarly, there exist 
(y,,) c int(dom f ), (t,J c R such that y, + y, f(y,) < r,, --t f (y). For II 
sufficiently large we have I/ x, - y,// > E, so that 
Passing to lower limit, knowing that f is I.s.c., we obtain 
In a similar way we can treat the case x E dom f - int(dom f) and 
y E int(dom f ). So, f is U.C. The case dim X < co follows from the preceding 
case, replacing X by X, = span(dom f - x0) for some x,, E dom f 1 
THEOREM 2.2. Let X be a reflexive Banach space. Then among the 
following conditions, the implications (i) o (ii) 3 (iii) G. (iv) o (v) o (vi) e 
(vii) u (viii) are always valid: 
(i) f is u.c., 
(ii) 3vEF, (or F) Vx,yEdomf:f(y)>f(x)+f’(x;y-x)$ 
w(ll 4’ - x II ). 
(iii) 3y/EF,(F)V(x,x*)E3f,yEdomf 
f(Y) >f(x) + (y - x, x*> + w(ll Y -XII>* 
(iv) 3y/EF,(F) V(x,x*)Eaf,y*Edomf*: 
f*(Y*)~f*(x*)+(x,y*-x*)+W*(~/J’*-x*~l), 
(iii) f * is Fr&het equidz#&entiable on int(dom f ). 
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(vi> W E F,(F) V(x, x*) E X (y, y*> E a?: 
(x-y,x*- y*> > Y(llX - YII>T 
(vii) 3yl:R+ +R+ nondecreasing, with q + (0) = 0 such that 
llY-xll~.~llY*--x*Il) V(x,x*)Ex (Y,Y*)E% 
(viii) af * is single-valued and uniformly continuous on dom(af *). 
Moreover, if int(dom j) # (25 or dim X < 00 then all the above conditions 
are equivalent to 
(ix) G:R+-+R+ with s(t) = 0 o t = 0 such that 
Vx, y E int(domf) 3x* E af(x), y* E af(y) with 
~Y-~~Y*--*~~~~llY-~ll>. 
(Take r.i. instead of int in the case dim X < co.) 
Proof For v/E F in conditions (ii)-( (vi), the implications 
(i) + (ii) S- (iii) o (iv) o (v) o (vi) o (vii) follow from (or, as in) the 
preceding theorem. Let show that (ii) + (i). Consider x, y E dom S; then 
f(Y)>f (~)+f’(~;~)+v(~‘Y;“~‘), 
f(x)>f (T)+fr (qy)+v(l~q). 
Adding these relations one obtains, taking into account that f ‘((x + y)/2); .) 
is sublinear. 
f(X)-tf(Y)>2f (T) +w (iiy//) 
Therefore condition (2.5”) is verified so that f is U.C. The implication 
(vii) S= (viii) is obvious, while for the converse implication take o: R + + R+ , 
(o(t)=s~p{l)y--xlJ:(x,x*)E~f,(y,~*)E~f,Ilx*-y*ll~t). (2.9) 
It is clear that q is nondecreasing, p+(O) = 0 and satisfies (vii). Moreover, 
lim sup -!@ < 00. 
t t-m 
(2.10) 
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Firstly, note that by [ 12, Theorem l], dom(af*) =X*. By the Corson-Klee 
lemma, since af* is uniformly continuous, af * is Lipschitz for large 
distances, i.e., there exists L > 0 such that, for /lx* - .v*// > 1, 
ll?f*(x*) - af*(y*)ll = /Ix - 4’11 < L /ix* - .P 11. 
so that for t > 1, q(t) <Lt. Therefore (2.10) holds. So, in (iv) it can be taken 
v*(t) = !‘k (p(s) ds. From (2.10) it follows that lim SUP~+~ v*(t)/t” < 03 
(for t > 1, w*(t) = i//*(l) + !‘; cp(s)ds < w*(l) + L(t’ - 1)/2, so 
that hm SUP[+,~ ~+~*(t)/t’ ,< L/2 < co). Applying Proposition A.4(i). 
lim inf ,+= v(t)/t’ > 0, i.e., w E F,. 
So if any of the conditions (iii), (iv), ( vi is satisfied with I+V E F, by the ) 
above reasoning we can find w E F, such that the above conditions hold. In 
condition (ii) we can take w E F, from (i) u (ii) (with IJ E F) and 
Remark 2.8. 
If int(domf) # 0, the implication (iii) * (i) follows from (1.4) and 
Lemma 2.1. 
It is clear that (vi) 3 (ix). The implication (ix) 2 (i) follows from 13. 
Theorem 2 1: Let f: U + R, U c X a convex set and f convex such that 
?f(x) # 0 vx E u. Zf 
where < is a nonnegative and measurable function, positive on a set of 
positive measure than f is U.C. (see Remark 2.7) with s(t) = 1; (r(s)/s) ds. 
also using Lemma 2.1. 1 
COROLLARY 2.4. If X is reflexive and f satisfies some of the conditions 
(it(viii). then dom f * =X* and limik,,,, (f(x)/ilxll) = co (in fact 
lim i~~~,~~~~f(~)lII~I12) > 0). 
Proof. If one of the conditions (ik(viii) is valid, then (viii) is true so that 
X*=R(af)=domf*, and (iii) is valid with w E F,,, too. Taking 
(X. Z*) E qj” # 0, we have 
f(.K)~f(x)+(X-X,X*)+VI(IIX--lI), vx E x. 
Dividing by I/x II* and taking the lower limit, we obtain 
lim inf + > lim inf ‘(‘) 
IIXlI-t~ IlXll I’m 
F>O. I 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Suppose condition (iii) of Theorem 2.2 holds with 
I+V E F, for which the map x + y(llxlj) is u.c. Then f is U.C. 
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The proof is similar to that of [2, Proposition 6, (c) =+- (b)]. 
Remark 2.9. Theorem 2.2 generalizes [ 1, Lemma, p. 2881. Taking into 
account Remark 4.2, Theorem 2.2 also generalizes [2, Proposition 61. 
Remark 2.10. The implication (i) 3 (ii) is proved in [7, Lemma 11.1.21, 
the converse one being proved in [7] for v(t) = at*, since a function 
y:R,+R, satisfies y(ct) > q(t), Vc, t > 0 iff r(t) = at for some a > 0. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let X be reflexive and lim,lrli-)oo(f(x)/IIxII) = co. Iff is 
U.C. on every bounded subset of its domain, then f if FrPchet differentiable 
and i?f * = Vf * is uniformly continuous on bounded sets of X*. 
Proof. Since f is U.C. on bounded subsets of its domain, it follows that f 
is U.C. at any x E dom f, so that, by Corollary 2.2, f * is Frechet differen- 
tiable on int(dom f *). But, from lim,p,l-oo(f(x)/llx(I) = 00, R(af) =X* = 
dom f * and 8f * maps bounded sets into bounded sets. So, let B c X* be a 
bounded set; then for some M > 0, B c af (g(O, M)). The function f + I,,,,,, 
is U.C. so that, by Theorem 2.2, (a(f + I,,,,,,))-’ is uniformly continuous. 
But (a(f + Z~~O,Mj))-l le = (af)-’ IB so that (af)-’ = Vf * is uniformly 
continuous on B. I 
3. THE CASE X = R 
In this section, f: R + R u { 03 } will be a proper 1.s.c. convex function with 
int(dom f) # 0. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. f is U.C. at 2 E domdf) if and only if 
xEdomf,x>x*f:(x)>f:(Y) 
and (3.1) 
If X E int(dom f) then the conditions (i)-(viii) of Theorem 2.1 are actually 
equivalent to (3.1). 
ProoJ Consider the case X E int(dom f). Taking into account 
Proposition A.l(iv), it is clear that (vii) from Theorem 2.1 implies (3.1) so 
that the necessity follows. Suppose that f is not U.C. at X. Then 3~ > 0 
Vn E N* 3x, E domu), Ix, - ff] = E such that 
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We can consider x, =X + E. The above inequality shows that 
- - 
so that, by Proposition A.l(iii), f is afiine on [x,x + E]; therefore 
fL(.f + e) =f’,(f) =f;(X+ c/2), i.e., (3.1) is not true. Hence (3.1) *f is 
U.C. at 2. The remaining case can be proved similarly. 1 
THEOREM 3.1. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) f is U.C. on every interval [a, 61, [a, 61 n int(domf) # 0, 
(ii) f is U.C. at any x E dom f, 
(iii) f \(o f L) is increasing on dom f, 
(iv) f is strictly convex. 
Proof. (i) => (ii) is obvious, the implication (ii) * (iii) follows from the 
preceding proposition, and (iii) o (iv) is stated by Proposition A. 1 (ii). So, let 
us show (iii) + (i). Suppose there exist a, b E R, a < b, 
[a, b] n int(dom f) # 0 such that f is not U.C. on la, b I. Hence, 3~ > 0 
Vn E N* Sx,, )‘n E la, b] ndomS, Ix, - y,, = 4~ such that 
~>~f(xJ+~f(v,)-f (“qYn j. 
We may take J, = x, + 4~. The above relation becomes, taking into account 
Proposition A. 1 (vi), 
(3.2) 
Since (x,) is bounded, we can suppose x,+x E cl(dom f ). Since 
f 1 cl(dom f) is continuous, f (x,) +f (x). On the other hand, since x,. 
x, + 4~ E dom fi it follows that x, x + 4~ E cl(dom f) = cl(int(dom f )), so 
that x + E, x + 2~ E int(dom f). Taking the limit in (3.2) we obtain 
Thus f is afftne on [x,x + 2.51, so that f ‘+ is not increasing, a 
contradiction. m 
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Remark 3.1. Iff is UC. then f; (f’) is increasing on dom f, and 
lim inffa > 0, lim inff:O > 0. 
x+00 x x-t-m x (3.3) 
Indeed, by Theorem 3.1, f \ is increasing, and taking into account 
Proposition A. 1 (iv) and Theorem 2.2, for some v E F, and X E int(dom f), 
(x --wf;(X) -f :cf>> a u/(1x -flh 
so that 
f;(x)-f;(z)> wax-4) 
X--x ’ Ix--xl2 ’ 
from which (3.3) follows. 
Let us show that (3.3) and f !+ increasing on dom f do not assure that f is 
U.C. 
EXAMPLE. Let f: R -+ R+ be the 1.s.c. convex function for which f \ is 
defined by 
f;(x)=+ for x < 0, 
=n+ y&G-) for xE (n,n+ 11, nEN. 
It is clear that f !+ is increasing on domf =R+ and 
lim inf ,+,(f ‘,(x)/x) = 1 > 0 and lim inf,,-,(f :(x)/x) = co > 0, f is not 
U.C. since condition (vi) of Theorem 2.2 is not verified. Indeed, 
(x,,x,*)=(n,n)Eqi (Y,,y,*)=(n+f,n+(1/2(n+l)))Eaf, l-%-YnI=tY 
but (x,--,,,x;- y,*) = l/(4@ + l))- 0. 
An important class of convex functions on R is {f,: p E [ 1, co [ ), where 
fp(x) = IX/~. For p = 1, f, is not strictly convex. For p E ] 1, 21 f, is strictly 
convex, and so, by Theorem 3.1, f, is U.C. on every bounded interval, but fp is 
not u.c.; indeed f;(x) = p ]xIpe2x so that (3.3) is not verified. 
For p > 2, the following result is true. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Zf p E [2, 03 [ then f, is U.C. The exact modulus of 
convexity p off, satisfies 
P --1 . 2-P’P-W’P-1’ . tP </+) < tP, VtER+. (3.4) 
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Proof. f, is differentiable and&(x) = p /x lP ’ . x. From Theorem 2.2 we 
have 
so that p(t) < fp Yt E R + . The rest of the proof follows from Theorem 2.2. 
taking into account the relations between the functions w and cp which appear 
in the proof of the theorem, and in the (well-known) lemma below. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let pE 12, 001. Thenfor every x, !‘E R 
(l-4” 2 . x - 1 yip-2 . y)(x - 4’) > 2? p 1.Y - j’~“. 
The fact that f,, p > 2, is U.C. follows from a result of 13 1 (see 
Remark 4.2). too. 
4. EXAMPLES 
Let X be a Banach space, o: R + + R+ a nondecreasing function with 
int(dom cp) f 0, to which we associate v, f and J, as in the Appendix. Let 
0 < a = sup(dom cp). 
THEOREM 4.1. (i) f is uniformly convex at any s E int(dom f) = 
S(0, a) iff q~ is increasing on dom (o and X is locally uniformly convex. 
(ii) f is U.C. on every S(0, M), M E 10, al iff cp is increasing on dom v, 
and X is uniformly convex. 
Proof Let f be U.C. on S(0, M); then it follows that f is U.C. on the set 
(tx:tE lO,M[} h w ere x E S, = S. This one is nothing else but li/ is U.C. on 
IO, Ml. Applying Theorem 3.1 a, is increasing on dom (o. Fix now t E 10, a[ 
and take c > 0. Then for every x, y E S with I/x - y I/ >, E we have 
for some 6’ > 0, since ly is continuous on [0, a 1. Since w is increasing from 
the above relation it follows that /Ix + yll < 2(1 - 6’). therefore X is 
uniformly convex. 
In a similar way, from the uniform convexity off at any x E S(0, a), it 
follows that (D is increasing on dom (D and X is locally uniformly convex. 
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To prove the sufficiency in (i) and (ii) we shall need some lemmas. Fix 
M E IO, a[ and E > 0 and take 
E=E(&,M)={(x,y)EXXX:x,yES(O,M,Ilx-YII>E}. 
W.1.o.g. we can suppose E < M, so that E # 0. 
In the following lemmas (p is increasing. 
LEMMA 4.1. 
3~ > 0, 6 > 0 V(x, y) E E, llxll G 71: 
Proof: Suppose the assertion is not true. Then Vn E N* 3(x,, Y,) E E, 
x, + 0 such that 
+ > + j-(X”) + +ftYn) - f (xn ; yn ) 
OY (l~xn:yn 11) +~>~W(lIx,l)+~W(l/Y~ll). 
Let 1 = lim s~p~+~ /] yn]] < M < a; then lim sup ]](x, + y,)/2]] = t/2. Since I,U 
is increasing and continuous on [0, a[, taking the upper limit in the above 
inequality, we obtain w(r/2) > {w(t). If f > 0, by the strict convexity of v/, we 
have v(@) < fw(t), a contradiction, so that t = 0. Therefore y, + 0, which 
together with x, + 0 contradicts (x,, y,) E E for every n E N*. 1 
LEMMA 4.2. Let 0 < m < M. Then 31, ,u, 6 > 0 Va, j3 E [m, M] with 
la--pl<rl,Vx,yESwithIlx+ylJ~~: 
Proof. Suppose the assertion of the lemma does not hold. Then Vn E N* 
3a,, p,, E [m, M] with a, - p,, + 0, 3x,, y, E S with x, + y, -+ 0 such that 
w I’ ( 
anx, +P,Y,II 
2 ) 
> + w&J + + WdoJ - +. 
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We can consider that a,, , /3,, -+ a E [m, Mj. Then (CI,X, + /3, y,)/2 + 0. 
Taking the limit in the above inequality we obtain 0 = ~(0) > v(u) so that 
a = 0, a contradiction. 1 
LEMMA 4.3. Let O-cmca, 2>p>O. Then 36>0 Va,,dE/m,cojr? 
dom y, Vx. y E S with I/x + ylj 2,~: 
Proof. Take a, p E [m, co [C’ dom w and x, y E S, /Ix + ?‘li> PU; suppose 
a </I Then 
w being increasing, we have 
= + (w(a) - w(v)> + + (w(P) - V(Y)) 
~tu~(~)(a-y)+~~-(y)(ii--~)=~C-(7)(a+~-Zy) 
Taking 6 = my-(mp/2) > 0, the proof is complete. fl 
Proof of Theorem 4.1 (continued). Let 0 < M < a and E > 0 (F < M) be 
fixed. Let vl, 6, > 0 given by Lemma 4.1; we may suppose 0 < II, < M. Take 
rl23P23 6, > 0 given by Lemma 4.2 with m = v,. W.1.o.g. we suppose 
0 < ,u~ < 2, 0 < q2 < s/2. Let 6, > 0 be given by Lemma 4.3 with m = )I,. 
P =pu,* 
Let now X, y E S(0, M), I/x - yll > E. F or such X, y we have at least one of 
the following possibilities: 
(a) I/XII ,< v, or IIYII < vl, 
@I /I/x - ll~~ll/ > ~23 
(c) llxll~!IYll 2 VI? //I4/ - llylll G ‘123 llxlllxll + y/llY//lI GP2. 
Cd) Ilxll, llyll 2 rll, lllxll - Ilylll G ~23 Ilxlllx~l + Y/IIY/!II >~uz. 
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(a) By way of choosing v, and 6,) for 6 = 6,) we have 
(b) Since (o is increasing and M < u, by Theorem 3.1, I is U.C. on 
[O,M[. So, for q2 > 0 there exists 6’ > 0 such that (2.5”) holds on [O, M[. 
Therefore 
so that (4.1) holds with 6 = 6’. 
Cc> Let a=l’xlI, P=“Y”; h ence a,PE [rl,,M], la -PI < v2. Let 
u = x/l]xil, u = y/l] y I] E S; moreover, ]I u + u (I < pu,. The way of choosing 
r2,p2, 6, shows that (4.1) holds with 6 = 6,. 
(d) Let X be uniformly convex. With the notations from case (c) we 
havea,PE [v,,Mlcdomv,u,uES, Il~+~ll>~~, la-PI<v2<+. So, 
For E” > 0 (depending only of E and M), since X is uniformly convex, there 
exists 6” > 0 such that 1 - il(u + u)/2)] > 6”. So that, by way of choosing 6,, 
(4.1) holds with 6 = 6,6”. Taking 6 = min{b, , a’, 6,, 6, . S”}, (4.1) holds for 
any x, y E S(0, M) with I/x - yll > E. Therefore f is U.C. on S(0, M). 
If X is locally uniformly convex, fix X E int(dom f) = S(0, a) and M < a 
such that l]Xll < M. Then, as above, V’E > 0 36 > 0 Vy E S(0, M) 
Using Proposition A. l(vi) it follows that the above inequality holds for any 
yEdomf: 1 
Remark 4.1. In [8] it is shown that f:X+ R, f(x) = llxll’ has the 
property inf{f(x) +f(y) - 2f((x + y)/2): y E S, 11.x - YII > EJ > 0 V& > 0 
iff X is uniformly convex, and Wf (x) + KY) + X(x + YP): 
JIx - y ]I > E} > 0 V’E > 0 Vx E X iff X is locally uniformly convex. 
Remark 4.2. Vladimirov et al. [3] showed that if X is a Hilbert space 
and (D:R++R+ has the property q(ct) > q(t) Vc > 1, t > 0, then the 
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function f: X + R + , f(x) = {bb”q(t) dt is uniformly convex with modulus of 
convexity J(t) = 1; (p(s/2) ds. 
Remark 4.3. Taking v(t) = tP, p > 1 and X uniformly convex in 
Theorem 4.1, we obtain f is U.C. on every bounded convex set, just the 
statement of Theorem 6 in [3 ] (in fact, this result is also proved in / 1 1. 
P. 541). 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let I,v/: R + --f i?, be increasing and X be locali> 
uniformly convex and reflexive. Then (Jo)-’ is single-valued and continuous 
on the set S(0, M) c X*, where M = q-(a). 
Proof: By Theorem 4.1 f is U.C. at any x E S(0, a) so that, applying 
Corollary 2.2, (af)-’ = (J,)-’ is single-valued and continuous on 
J,(S(O, a)) = S(0, M). I 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let q: R + + R + be increasing with lim,_I,J q(t) = co. 
Then (J,)-’ is single-valued and uniformly continuous on bounded sets if 
and onlJ9 if X is uniformly convex. 
Proof. The conditions won v show that domf =X and 
lim I~X’IKc f (*y)/ll *Ia II= co. If X is uniformly convex, by Theorem 4.1, f is U.C. 
on bounded sets, so that, applying Proposition 2.2, (J,) ’ = (df) ’ is single- 
valued and uniformly continuous on bounded subsets of X*. For the 
converse implication, the proof is sketched. Take ,?(O,M) cX; (J,) ’ is 
uniformly continuous on g(O, 29+(M)) cX*. So, there exists a non- 
decreasing function q0 with qo+(0) = 0 such that /I J; ‘(x*) -J; ‘(y*)ii < 
%(ll-y* - j,*ll). Take q, = ‘p,, + Z,o,O+c,,r,,; then cp, is nondecreasing and 
q, , (0) = 0. We have then 
llJ,‘(.~*) - J;‘(~*)ll < (~,(Ilx* - u*ll), Vx” E qo, $7, (M)), y* E X”. 
As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, there exists v, E F such that 
f(?~)Zf(x)+(V-s~x*)+y/,(/l?‘~.~Il). 
vx E S(0, M), y E x, x* E J,(x). 
so that 
f(?‘)>f(x)+f’(x; r--x)+ W,(llP4 vx E S(O, M), ?’ E x. 
Let x, J- E s(O, M). Then (x + y)/2 E g(O, M), so that, as in the proof of 
Theorem 2.2 (ii) 3 (i), 
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so that f is U.C. on g(O, M). Applying Theorem 4.1, X is uniformly 
convex. 1 
Remark 4.4. Corollary 4.2 generalizes Theorem 2.10 in [8]. 
Remark 4.5. A similar result to that in Corollary 4.2 can be stated even 
for rp: R, -)R+ increasing on dom q: X is uniformly convex iff 
J,’ I WY v-(a)> is single-valued and .I; ’ is uniformly continuous on every 
WA w, A4 < K(Q). 
An important class of convex functions is the class of convex integrands. 
Let JI denote a measure space with a finite measure v and let LP(R, R”) be 
the space consisting of all R” valued measurable functions u on Q such that 
Ll II 4xw dv(x) < co, 1 < p < co, the norm on R ” being the Euclidean 
norm. To establish a criterion for a convex integrand be U.C. we need the 
following. 
LEMMA 4.4. Suppose that f:R,+I?, is nondecreasing with 
f(t) = 0 u t = 0, and g: Lp(Q) = Lp(Q, R ‘) -, R+ , g(u) = J-D f(l u(x)l) dv(x) 
(I<P<aJ).If 
(i) lim infx,, f(x)/x” > 0, then 
(ii) V&>O 36>0 VuELP(R), l]u]]>s*g(u)>& 
If the measure v is continuous (i.e., VA E IO, v(Q)[ 3A c Q, A measurable, 
such that v(A) = A), then (ii) =s- (i). 
ProoJ W.l.o.g, we can take p = 1 (otherwise take f: R + + I?,, f(x) = 
f(~“~); it is clear that J’(x) = 0 ox = 0, f is nondecreasing and 
lim inf,,,(S(x)/x) = lim inf xd(X>/Xp>3 g(u) = j. f(i @)I> dV(X) = 
J”n ?(I uG)l”> 4x)). 
lim $’ 3 (ii>. Let E>O and Put a = &/(2V(q); since 
x~oo f(x)/x > 0, there exist j3 > 0 such that f(x) > Px VX > a. Let 
u E L’(Q), 
j I ()ld()!l’:2” 
and Put A={xEfl:Iu(x)l<a). Then 
A u x v x , E , so that 
i, --A I+>I dv(x) = I, I +)I dv(x) - I, I +>I Wx) 
> E - E/2 = E/2. 
Therefore 
g(u) = !;, f(l u(x)l) dv(x) > I, A f(l u(x)l) dv(x) 
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Suppose v is continuous and (i) is not true, i.e., lim inf,,,(f(x)/x) = 0. 
Then there exists a sequence (x,) c R + , x, -+ co such that f(x,)/x, + 0. 
Since I/x, A 0 we can suppose l/x, < v(a) Vn E N. Let A, c Q be 
measurable such that v(AJ = l/x,,, and let u, : Q --t R, u,(x) = x, for x E A,, 
U”(X) = 0 for x ER “A”. Then J‘n lu”(x>ldv@) = 1 and 
jn 1f(1 w) dw = fw x, + 0, so that (ii) is not valid. So, (ii) 3 (i) and 
the lemma is proved. I 
Remark 4.6. If v(Q) = 03 the implication (i) + (ii) in Lemma 4.1 is not 
generally true. For example, take .C! = R f, r the Lebesgue measure on l2. 
f(x) = min{x, x2} and u,(x) = 0 for x < 1 and u,,(x) = l/(n . x’ i I’“) for 
x> 1. Then I/u,ll, = 1 and ilf(lunl)jll = l/n(n + 2)-+0. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let f: R” --t R U {co } be a U.C. function with modulus oj’ 
convexity ,u(: R + + l?,) and Q a measure space with finite measure v. If’ 
lim inf ,+,@(t)/t”) > 0 then the function g: Lp(Q, R”) ---t R u ( co }, 
g(u) = f .I-(@> dv(x) if j-(u) E L’(R), 
” I2 (4.2) 
=+m otherwise, 
is un$ormly convex. 
Proof: It is known (see 1131) that g is a proper I.s.c. convex function. Let 
c>O and u, cEdomgcLp(O,R”), w=u-v, llwll,>s. SinceJis U.C. we 
have 
.r’( u(x) ; z’(X) ) ,< ; j@(x)) + + f(v(x,) - $/f(n w@)ll). 
Integrating over 0 we obtain 
g ( 1 y < + g(u) + + g(v) - $ [ lu(ll w(x)ll> Nx). I c2 
From the above lemma, it follows there exists 6 > 0 (depending only of E) 
such that ,cn ~(11 w(x)lj) dv(x) > 46. Therefore 
Vu,v~domg,Ilu-vll,>s: g 
so that g is U.C. 1 
Remark 4.7. The result of Theorem 4.2 remains true if we replace R” by 
a Banach space X. 
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COROLLARY 4.3. If f: R” + R U {DC)} is KC. and 1 < p < 2 then g 
defined by (4.2) is U.C. (v(0) < 00). 
Proof: Let p be the exact modulus of convexity of J Then, from (2.7) 
lim inf,+,&(t)/t’) > 0, so that lim inf,+,&(t)/t”) > 0 for p E [ 1, 21. 
Applying Theorem 4.2 the statement follows. 1 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let g: Lp(Q, R”) + R u { 00 ), g(u) = jo 11 u(x)ll” dv(x) 
(v(0) < co). If q > max{ p, 2} then g is U.C. (R” being endowed with the 
Euclidean norm). 
Proof By Remark 4.2, the function f: R” + I?+, f(x) = llxllq is U.C. for 
q > 2 with d(t) = jb q. (~/2)~- ’ ds = tq/2q- ‘. Therefore lim inf,,,(G(t)/tP > 0 
for q > p, so that, applying the preceding theorem, g is U.C. I 
Remark 4.8. If the condition lim inf t.+m(b(t)/tp) > 0 is dropped, g can be 
not U.C. as shown by the following example. 
Let g: L3(0, 1) + R, g(u) = (i bud’ dx. g is not u.c., otherwise for E = 1 
there exists 6 > 0 such that for U, u E L3(0, l), I]u - ~(1~ > 1, U* E ag(u), 
u* E ag(v) we must have (U - v, u* - u *) > 26. But, taking into account 
[ 10, Proposition 2.71, U* = 2u, v* = 2v, so that the above condition becomes 
~l,wd~th~i~l~l12 > 4 0 6 11413 < ll~ll~~ which implies L*(O, l)cL3PT 11, 
5. APPENDIX 
In the following proposition we collect some properties of convex 
functions over R. 
PROPOSITION A.l. Let f: R + R U (03 } be a I.s.c. convex function. The 
following assertions hold: 
(i) rf t, E domf, the map 0 # t E (dom f - to) -+ (f(t, + t) - f(t,))/t 
is nondecreasing. The above map is increasing for every t, E dom f tff f is 
strictly convex. 
(ii) f; and f Y are nondecreasing andfinite on int(dom f ); f is strictly 
convex tyf ;(f Y) is increasing on int(dom f). Moreover, for t, < t,, 
f k(t,) Gf L(t*) Gf ;ct*> 
vJTf; (t) =f ‘t (t,), ;iE f;(t) = f 1(t,), 
$;f ‘(t) =f ;(to)Y f’ry f! (2) = f Y (to). 
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(iii) Let t,, t, E domf, t, < t,. If for some 1, E IO, 11 we hatle 
f(~ot,+(l-~o)t,)=~of(t,)+(l-~o)f(t,) then f@t,+(l-A)fd= 
A..@,) + (1 - /l)f(tJ VA E [0, 11, so that 
f(t) =f(t2) -f@J t + t*f(tJ - flf(f2) 
t2 - t, t,-t, ) vr E It,, (21. 
(iv) af(t)= (xER:fL(t)<x<f:(t)]= IfL(l),f’,(t)InR. 
(v) Let p: R + R U (-a~, +oo) a nondecreasing function with 
q(a) E R, cp+ (t) = lim, il q(z), p-(t) = lim, tr (D(Z). Then the function 
f: R + R U (co }, f(x) = sz p(t) dt is a 1.s.c. convex function with 
f! =cP-<(D<cp+=.f;. 
(vi) Let t, E dom f and A E 10, l[ and deJne y: (dom f - t(,)--t R. 
y(t) = @t, + t) - f(t, + At). Then y is nonincreasing on I, = j--co, 01 n 
(dom f - t,) and y is nondecreasing on I, = IO, CYJ[ n (dom f - to). Iff is 
strictly convex then I+V is decreasing on I, and increasing on I,. 
Proof: Properties (i)--( ) v are known and can be found in [ 91. Let us 
show (vi), which seems to be new. Let us prove that I,V is nondecreasing on 
Iz. So, let 0 < t, < t,, t, E dom f - t,. Then we have 
2, + At, < t, + t, < t, + t2 and 
So, from the convexity off it follows 
to + At, < I,, + it2 < t,) + tz. 
f(t,+t,)+&f(t~+~t,)+~f(t,+t,). 
2 I 2 I 
f(t, + At,) < 3 f(to + hl) + ;21;1 f(t,, + t*). 
2 I 2 1 
so that 
i.e., I < I/, and the proof is complete. i 
Let now q:R+ -+I?+ be a nondecreasing function with the property that 
there exists x,, > 0 such that 0 < (p + (x0) < 00. (A.11 
For such a function we put (o-(O) = 0. To q~ we associate the 1.s.c. convex 
function 
y: R + -+ I?+, y/(x) = \I q(t) dt. 
"0 
(A.2) 
409 ‘95,2 6 
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From (A.l) we have a = sup(dom rp) > 0. I+Y is a nondecreasing convex 
function, continuous on [0, a[, with the properties w(0) = 0, 
[0, a[ c dom v c [0, a], 1 im,T, v(t) = w(a) and there exist x0 > 0 such that 
0 < w(x,J < co (therefore w is not an indicator function). Conversely if v/ has 
the above properties, then there exists a nondecreasing function rp (e.g., 
v, = f ‘+ or f [) satisfying (A.l) such that w is given by (A.2). Note that if 
a E R, a E dom v iff o-(u) < co. For v as above consider w*: R, -+ e+, 
y/*(x) = sup{tx - v(t): t E R + }. Taking the extension @:R+R+, 
v3x) = (l/P) lxlP f or x < 0 and c(x) = v(x) for x > 0, where p E ] 1, co [, g is 
a 1.s.c. convex function whose usual conjugate is @*: R + R + , 
IJ*cx> = w?) Ix14 f or x < 0 and I,?*(X)= w*(x) for x> 0, where 
l/p + l/q = 1. Thus the general results in convex analysis apply also for that 
case (taking functions defined on R + with values in R,). 
The following result seems to be new. 
PROPOSITION A.2. Let p: R + -+ i?+ be a nondecreasing function with 
int(dom q) # 0 and q # 0, and y defined by (A.2). 
(i) Let 
p+(r) = max{t > 0: (o-(t) < t) and p-(t) = min{t > 0: q+(t) > 5). 
Then ty T’=u)+ and t,uT’=@-. 
(ii) The following assertions are equivalent: (a) p(t) = 0 3 t = 0; 
(b) y(t) = 0 * t = 0; (c) w:‘(O) = 0; (d) q+(O) = 0. 
ProoJ (i) Since q-(cp,) is continuous at the left (right) (see 
Proposition A.l), in the definitions of @+((o-) we have max(min), indeed. 
We have: 7 E Iv’(t), w’t(t)] n R = [c(t), rp+(t)l n R 0 7 E W(t) 0 
t E thy*(t)o t E [w?‘(s), ~,uT’(t)] n R. If (D+(t) = co then p-(t) < 7 Vt > 0 
so that q+(t) < 7 Vt > 0. Hence R(&y) c [0, 71 which implies dom w* c 
cl R(Bv) c (0, 71. Therefore u/T’(z) = co. Let now t = r+++(r) < co. 
(a) If u,+(t)= co then c?ty(t)= (p-(t), co[c R(3y) cdom f * so that 
domf*=R+. Therefore y:‘(7) < co. 
(b) If q+(t) < co then there exists t' > t such that rp+(t') < co, so that 
7 < q-(t') < cp+(t'). But [pp-(t'), p+(P)] = @(t') c R(aw) c dom f *, so that 
7 E int(dom I*); therefore y:'(7) < a-o. Thus we may only take the case t = 
w:‘(r) E R(o g+(t) E R). Hence 7 E [q-(t), p+(t)], so that u,-(t) < 7, which 
implies t = y:‘(7) < q+(7). Let now t = $7+(r) E R; then q-(t) < r< q+(t), 
so that t E [w!‘(z), w:‘(t)], therefore p+(t)< y:‘(7). The proof for 
VT’ = @- is similar. 
(ii) It is clear that (a) o (b) and (c)o (d). The proof for (a) o (d) is 
immediate. fl 
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Let now o and II/ be as above, X a Banach space and define f: X + F. by 
f(x) = w(llxll~. (A.3 1 
With the above notations and discussion we have S(0, a) c dom f c $(O, a) 
and f is not an indicator function. To o we associate the following duality, 
map: 
J, : x+ 2x‘, J,(x) = ix* E X”: (x.x*> = l!xli . ,1x* q. 
(Pm(Ii-d) < !I-y*// < 9 i (Il.4l)l. (A.4) 
When rp:R+ +R+ is a gauge map, i.e., q is increasing, continuous, o(O) = 0 
and lim , ,v p(t) = oc), J, is the usual duality map (see 181). The following 
proposition collects some results concerning the relations between the 
properties off, J, and those of X. These properties are surely known for cp a 
gauge map (see [ 81). 
PROPOSITION A.3. Let q, w, f, J, be as above and X a Banach space. 
Then 
6) af(x) = J,(x), VXEX, (AS) 
s*cx*> = v*(llx* II>, vx* E X”. (‘4.6) 
(ii) The following conditions are equivalent: 
f is Gateaux dtfirentiable on int(dom f) = S(0, a). (A.7) 
J, is single-valued on S(0, a), (‘4.8) 
~1 is continuous on [0, a[ and X is smooth (A.9) 
and fX is reflexive, 
v, is continuous on [0, a[ and X* is strictly convex. (A. 10) 
Moreover, tfX is reflexive and one of the above conditions holds then 
x,, x E S(0, a), x, -+ x =D JV(xn) - J,(x). (All) 
(iii) f is strictly convex ~fl v/ is strictly convex and X is strictly convex. 
(iv) J, is onto zfllim,,, p(t) = w and X is rejlexive. 
Proof (i) (A.5) is essentially [ 14, Theorem 11, and (A.6) is known and 
very easy to prove. 
(ii) It is known (see [ 151) that a convex function is Gateaux differen- 
tiable at a continuity point X iff 3f (-) x is a singleton, so from (AS) we have 
that (A.7) and (A.8) are equivalent. 
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(A.8) + (A.9). For that, suppose J, is single-valued on S(0, a). Let 
t E [0, a[ and x E X, /1x1] = t. If t = 0, taking into account (A.5), 
J,(x) = {x* E X*: IIx*II <p+(O)} so that a,+(O) = 0; therefore (D is 
continuous at 0. Let now t > 0. From the Hahn-Banach theorem there is 
x* E S* = S,, such that (x,x*) = 1(x/I. Hence rp-(t)x*, q+(t)x* E J,(x), 
which, by (A.8), imply q-(t) = ‘p+(t). Therefore v, is continuous on (0, a [. 
Let now x EX- (0) and x* E S* such that (x,x*) = Ilxl/; take 0 < a’ < a 
such that &z’) > 0. It is obvious that p(a’)x* E J,((u’/l~xlj) x). Since 
J,((u’/l]xII)x) is a singleton it follows that X is smooth. The converse 
implication is obvious. If X is reflexive then (see [ 111) X is smooth iff X* is 
strictly convex, so that in this case (A.9) o (A.lO). Suppose X is reflexive 
and show that (A.9) =X (A.1 1). Let x,, x E S(0, a), x,, -+ x; then I~J,(x,)l] = 
cp(llxnll)- v4lxll) = IIJ,(x)ll~ Th ere ore f (J,(x,)} is bounded so that, by the 
reflexivity of X, there exists a subsequence {J,(x,,)} such that Jo(x,J - x*. 
But (xnk, JQ(xn,)) = IIx,J ~(l]x,J); taking the limit we obtain 
(x,x*) = llxll ~(l]xll), which implies rp(l]xlI) < IIx* 11. On the other hand, from 
J&“,> - x * it follows [Ix*]1 < lim inf,,, IIJ,(x,,,)l] = ~(llxll). Hence 
IIx* (I = ~(llxll) which, together with (x,x*) = llxil o(]lxil), gives x* = J,(x). 
Thus J,(x,) - J,(x). 
(iii) Suppose f is strictly convex. Therefore 
Vx,yEdomf, x#y, VAE]O, l[: 
“wx t (1 - A>Y> < v-(x) + (1 - n)f(Y). 
(A.12) 
Taking x = tu, y = su, t, s E dom w, t # s and u E S in (A. 12), we obtain v is 
strictly convex. Taking now 0 < t = ilxl] = )I y ]I E dom IC/, x z y, from (A. 12) 
we obtain r~(llAx t (1 -n)yI]) < v(t) so that ]l;lx t (1 -A)yII < llxll = II y/l 
VA E IO, l[, which shows that X is strictly convex. 
Suppose now that w and X are strictly convex and let x, y E dom f, x # y, 
k E 10, l[. Therefore, IIxII, /I y]l E dom w. If ~/XII # 11 yII then 
f@x + (1 - n>y> = vl(ll~x + (1 - k>Y II) Q wo II-4 + (1 - A> II Y II> 
< h44l) + (1 - A> W(llY II> = v(f(x) + (1 - ~)f(Y). 
If l]x]l = 11 yll, then from the strict convexity of X we have 
IlAx t (1 -n)yII <A /IxI( t (1 -A> Ilyll, so that 
fW + (1 - l)Y) = v(ll~x t (1 - n>YII> < v@ IIXII + (1 - A> II YIN 
< Mllxll) + (1 -A> w(llYll)=~ff~> f (1 -n)“fxY). 
Therefore f is strictly convex. 
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(iv) Suppose J, is onto and let L = lim,,, o(t). If x* E R(J,) then 
I/x*/] <L, so that we must have L = co. By a theorem of James [ 111 X is 
reflexive iff Vx* E X* - {0} 3x E S such that (x,x*) = I/x* I], Let 
x*EX* - {O); there exist f > 0 and ,I > 0 such that 
cP~(~)~~lIx*/I~cp+(~)~~+(O)~~Il~~*/~. (A.13) 
Since J, is onto, there exists x E X such that Ax* E J,(x); hence 
(X.X*)= i/Xi/ /1x*/l, a,-(llxll)~~llx*ll ~~+(llxll). BY (A.13). x+0. The 
converse implication is immediate. 1 
PROPOSITION A.4. Let X be a Banach space and f:X+RU(cot a 
proper I.s.c. convex function. Then 
(i) lim inflrxll_,(f(x)/llxIIP) > 0 ifflim su~,~.\-.~~~~if*(-u*)/ilx”IlY) < GO. 
wherep,q> 1, l/p+ l/q= 1. 
(ii) If X is reflexive then lim,I,,,-~(f(x)/I~xIJ) = 00 iff6y* is bour?ded 
on bounded sets. 
(iii) lim infib,,,, ((f(x) - (x,x*))//]x]/) > 0 iffx* E int(domf*). 
Proof. Since f is a proper 1.s.c. convex function, there exist xz E X”. 
aER such thatf(x)>(x,x$)+a VxEX. 
(i) Suppose lim inflh,,,, (f(x)/llxll”) > 0. Then for some m, M > 0 we 
have 
llxll>M*ff(x)>m~ II-+. 
Take x* E X*; then 
f *(x*) = sup{ (x, x*> -f(x): x E X) 
=max(sup{(x,x*)-f(x): ]Ix]I<M), 
SUP((X, x*> -f(x): /I-4 2 MJ I 
<max{sup((x,x*)- (x,x0*)-a;//x/l GM), 
sup{(x,x*)-m lIxllP:xEX]} 
Since q > 1, it is obvious from the above inequality that lim SUP,~+~,,, 
(f*(x*)/l]x* 11”) < co. In a similar way the converse implication can be 
proved. 
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(ii) This is nothing else but [ 10, Proposition 2.51. 
(iii) Consider the case x* = 0. Suppose lim inf,k,,-m(f(x)/lIxI() > 0. 
Take m, M > 0 such that ]]x]] > May(x) > m IIxII. As in (i) we find 
f*(x*) < max{M IIx* -x0* II - a, ~~~~o,m~(~*)}, 
so that S*(O, m) c domf*. 
Conversely, suppose 0 E int(domf*). Thenf* is Lipschitz at 0 (see, e.g., 
[ 16, Proposition 21). Therefore there exist m, M > 0 such that 
f*(x*) -f*(o) < fvf /Ix* II3 Vx* E S(0, m). 
For Ilxll > M 
f(x) > SUP{(X, x*> -f*@*): lIx* II < ml 
> SUP{(X, x*> -M [Ix* II -f*(O): I/x* II < ml 
= Wll - W -f*(o). 
Hence lim inf,,+,,,, (f(x>lllxll) > 0. 1 
The following result seems to be new. 
PROPOSITION AS. Let f: R + + I?+ be a nondecreasing function with 
f(x) = 0 u x = 0, and g = co J: The following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) 3x > 0 such that g(x) > 0, 
(ii) g(x) > 0 Vx > 0, 
(iii) lim inf,+,(f (x)/x) > 0. 
Moreover, if one of the above conditions holds, then for p > 1 we have 
lim i/r1 lim inf,+, (f(x)/x”) > lim infX,,(g(x)/xP) > (l/3”-‘) . 
.~,(f(x)/xp) and lh+,(g(x)/x) = lim inf,+,(f(x)/x); 
(v) if lim inf, io(f (x)/x”) > 0 then lim inf, 10( g(x)/x”) > 0. 
Proof. It is obvious that 0 < g < f, so that g(0) = 0. The implication 
(ii) * (i) is clear. 
(iii) 3 (ii). Put 0 < a = lim inf,+,(f(x)/x) and let x > 0 with 
g(x) = 0; hence (x, 0) E epi g = G(epi f) c R 2. Using Helly’s theorem [9], 
for every i = 1, 2, 3 there exist the sequences (A:), (XL), (ti) c R + with 
n: + 1: + ni = 1, tf, >f (x6) such that Ci=r 1;~; -+x, and Cf=, Af,tL -+ g(x). 
W.1.o.g. we can suppose that 
+xiER+, t;+t’ER+, t~>/f(x~),~~-~‘,~‘+~2+13= 1, 
ALxL-+y’ER+, y1+y2+y3=x and Af,ti-+t’ER+, (A. 14) 
7’ + z2 + 73 = g(x). 
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Since g(x) = 0, it follows that r1 = r* = r3 = 0. If Ai > 0, since ,I; tk --f 0. it 
follows that t’ = 0 and so f(xt) + 0, so that, by the hypothesis, XL -+ xi = 0, 
which in its turn implies y’ = 0. If ,I’ = 0 and yi > 0 then xk + xi = 00; let 
0 < a’ < a. Thus there exists n’ E N such that for n > n’, f(xk) > a’x:. so 
that tf, > a’xf,. Therefore, for n > n’, nit: > a’,Iixi: taking the limit we 
obtain 0 = ri > a’y’ which contradicts y’ > 0. Hence y’ = y* = y3 = 0, so 
that x = 0. 
(i) * (iii). Suppose lim inf,,, j-(x)/x = 0: therefore, for a sequence 
@-,,I c R + with x, -+ co, we have f(x,) = (T”x,, a,+ 0. Let x E RT; there 
exists n, E N such that for n > n, we have x, > x. Let A, =x/x, E 10, 11 for 
n 3 n, ; then ~&, , f&J) = (A,, x,, &f(x,)) = (-6 a,x) E co(epi f) c epi 6. 
which implies (x, 0) E epi g. Therefore g(x) = 0 for every x E R T. a con- 
tradiction. 
Suppose now (iii) is verified. Since g(x) = 0 u x = 0 and g is convex. it 
follows g is increasing on dom g. Because 0 < g <A we have, for p > 1. 
lim infm < lim inf 9. 
X’YC xp X’U 
(A.15) 
If dom g # R, , (iv) is obvious. so that suppose dom g = R + . Let 
0 < a’ < a = lim inf,+,(f(x)/x”) 1 if a = 0, from (A.15), (iv) follows\; hence 
for some M > 0 we have f(x) > a’xp Vx > M. Let x > M and the sequences 
(A;), (xl). (ti) c R + satisfying (A. 14). It follows that xi > M for at least one 
i. If xi > M then tf, > u’(x:)~ for n sufficiently large, so that ,I:,[; > 
a’~~(~~)~ > ~‘(,I:x:)~. Therefore ri > a’(~‘)~. So, in the case x’ > M. 
x2. x3 < M we have y2 + y, GM, so that g(x) = r’ f 5’ + r3 3 t’ > a’(~~‘)” =- 
a’(x - (~1” + y’))” > a’(x - M)P. Hence g(x)/xp > a’( 1 - M/x)~. Similarly. 
in the case x’, x2 > M, x3 <M we obtain g(x)/x” > (a’/2”- ‘)(I - M/x)" 
and for x’,x2,x3 > M we have g(x)/x” > a’/3” ‘. Therefore 
lim inf ,+,(g(x)lxp) > a’/jpp’ f or every a’ < a. Thus the first part of (iv) is 
true. For p = 1 we obtain 
the last limit exists because g is convex lsee also Proposition A.l(i)]. The 
proof of (v) is similar. I 
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